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213:  Minimum requirements for a PD Zoning District

Unique and promoted by comprehensive plan.  The proposed development is unique.  Although it does not fit within an 
existing zoning district, it is consistent with the city comprehensive plan, except it may require a land use change.  Other 
options available under the existing zoning district (s) in the city land development code would not allow the use and associate
design elements of the proposed project.

The Future Land use classification is PUD requires a PD zoning district for implementation.  The existing PD zoning is currently
limited to a chiropractic primary use.  The proposed holistic therapy center is unique given it foundation and connection to the
natural environment.

Size, scale, complexity and design. The proposed development is of such size, scale, complexity, and/or unique design 
that it would be inconvenient and inefficient to process such a proposal outside the PD process. 

The existing zoning is PD consisting of a maximum 3,505 sq. ft. structure.  The unique design resulting from the tree canopy 
environmental features, and the uses connection to nature deem a PD a necessary and appropriate zoning district to continue 

Specialized compatibility and design characteristics.  The nature of the proposed use at a specific site
design characteristics to preserve and protect neighborhood character, environmental concerns and other concerns unique to 
the immediate area, consistent with comprehensive plan policies.

The sites location adjacent to residential, institutional, and environmental uses / features deem this site as unique.  The PD 
zoning district is an appropriate zoning district to insure the protection of single-family and environmental areas.  The holistic 
therapy center utilizes the site’s natural features and tree canopy to establish a calming and therapeutic atmosphere.  Centrally 
located, the therapy center is surrounded by the natural environment.  



211(b):  PD Objectives

Permit outstanding and innovative residential and nonresidential developments with a building orientation generally toward 
streets and sidewalks; provide for an integration of housing types and accommodation of changing lifestyles within 
neighborhoods; and provide for design which encourages internal and external convenient and comfortable travel by foot, 
bicycle, and transit through such strategies as narrow streets, modest setbacks, front porches, connected streets, multiple 
connections to nearby land uses, and mixed uses.

Provide flexibility to meet changing needs, technologies, economics and consumer preferences.

Preserve to the greatest extent possible, and utilize in a harmonious fashion, existing and outstanding landscape features 
and scenic vistas.

Lower development and building costs by permitting smaller networks of utilities, a network of narrower streets, and the 
use of more economical development patterns and shared facilities.

Achieve overall coordinated building and facility relationships and infill development, and eliminate the negative impacts of 
unplanned and piecemeal development.

Enhance the combination and coordination of architectural styles, building forms and building relationships within the 

Promote the use of traditional, quality-of-life design features, such as pedestrian scale, parking located 
of buildings, narrow streets, connected streets, terminated vistas, front porches, recessed garages, alleys, aligned building 
facades that face the street, and formal landscaping along streets and sidewalks.


